
RICE
What could be more Japanese than rice?  
Rice is the world’s most important food crop and chief source of food for around 3 billion people, that’s half of the 
world’s population. At Tenkaichi Cardiff, we prepare around 60kg of rice, every single week!

1. KATSU CURRY 
Chicken or pork fillet deep-fried in panko breadcrumbs 
served with red pickle and boiled rice 11.25

2.  VEGETARIAN CURRY  
Lightly tempura battered, deep fried Tofu, served with 
boiled rice and red pickle 10.25

3. CHA SIEW GOHAN 
Boiled rice with slices of marinated pork belly garnished 
with seaweed & spring onion. Served with miso soup 9.25

4. UNAGI GOHAN  
Grilled Japanese eel on boiled rice, garnished with 
seaweed, served with miso soup 14.95

5. BARA CHIRASHI 
(Sushi Rice) COLD DISH Tuna, salmon, fish roe, crab, 
squid, prawns, sweet shrimp, egg, surf clam, blended with 
pickles, cucumber, sliced white radish and wasabi on 
vinegar rice. Served with soya sauce and miso soup 14.95

6. UNAGI CHAHAN  
Egg fried rice with grilled Japanese eel and mixed 
vegetables 15.95

7. KATSU DONBURI 
Deep fried chicken or pork fillet in breadcrumbs, garnished 
with leek, onions, mushroom and egg sauce, garnished 
with seaweed and spring onion on the boiled rice and 
served with miso soup 10.25

8. EBI KATSU DONBURI 
Deep fried king prawns in breadcrumbs garnished 
with leeks, egg, onions and mushrooms, garnished with 
seaweed and spring onion on the boiled rice and served 
with miso soup 11.25

9.  VEGETABLE DONBURI  
Extra generous portion of deep fried mixed vegetables in 
a light crispy batter, boiled rice garnished with seaweed 
and spring onions (includes very lightly cooked eggs, no 
Miso Soup) 10.25 

10. GOMOKU CHAHAN  
Egg fried rice with squid, prawn, scallop, crab stick, fish 
cake and mixed vegetables 12.25

11. CHA SIEW CHAHAN 
Egg fried rice with slices of marinated pork belly, garlic 
and mixed vegetables 9.75

12. NINIKU CHAHAN 
Egg fried rice with garlic and mixed vegetables 9.25 

13.  VEGAN NINIKU CHAHAN  
Stir fried rice with garlic and mixed vegetables 9.05 

14. TORI CHAHAN 
Egg fried rice with diced chicken and mixed  
vegetables 9.25

CHEF’S SPECIALS
Sushi Chefs are a breed apart, their expert knife skills and 
artistic flair, present pictures on a plate brimming with 
complimentary flavours. In this section of the menu, Our 
Sushi Chefs show you what they can do!

121.  MANGO MAKI 
A delicious Mango covered sushi rice, with a juicy prawn, 
wasabi mayo, avocado and cucumber filling 6.50

122.  CHEF’S PREMIER SALMON TUNA PLATTER  
(20 Pieces) 4pc Philadelphia salmon maki,  
4 pc Philadelphia tuna maki, 4 pc tuna sashimi,  
4 pc salmon sashimi, 2 pc tuna nigiri,  
2 pc salmon nigiri 14.55 

123. CHEF’S MIXED NIGIRI (10 pieces)  
The nigiri lover’s dream, a selection of Chef’s awesome 
nigiri. There’s something to suit everyone 13.95

124.  MR. TENKAICHI’S FAVOURITES PLATTER  
(24 Pieces) 8 pc rainbow maki, 4 pc tempura maki,  
4 pc mango maki, 4 pc green maki,  
4 Philadelphia tuna maki 21.25

125.  PHILADELPHIA SALMON MAKI  
Atlantic salmon, sushi rice and Philadelphia cream  
cheese 5.75

126.  GREEN MAKI  
Fresh Atlantic salmon, ripe avocado and cucumber with 
delicious Philadelphia cream cheese 5.75

BENTO BOXES
A traditional bento holds rice or noodles, fish or meat, with 
pickled and cooked vegetables, in a box. In Japan, it is 
common for mothers to make bento for their children to  
take to school, to provide a nutritionally balanced and 
aesthetically pleasing meal. It is also commonly used as a 
lunchbox by workers. 
All dishes in this section come with three maki rolls (kani maki), 
two chicken gyoza, (vegetable gyoza in vegetable bento) 
mixed salad with dressing, boiled rice and miso soup  
(fish stock).  
There is no particular way to eat this meal, just go ahead and 
enjoy in any order you like!

131. KATSU BENTO 
Your choice of chicken or pork fillet, deep fried in crunchy 
panko breadcrumbs 14.95

132. SALMON SASHIMI BENTO  
Eight slices of the finest cuts from fresh raw Scottish  
salmon 15.25

133. TUNA AND SALMON SASHIMI BENTO  
Slices of fresh raw tuna loin and choice cuts of Scottish 
salmon 15.25

134. SALMON TERIYAKI BENTO  
Fried salmon steak cooked in a rich teriyaki sauce 15.45

135. TUNA SASHIMI BENTO  
Eight slices of fresh raw tuna loin 15.45

136. SEAFOOD FRY BENTO  
Salmon, prawns, meaty scallops, mussels and juicy 
crabsticks deep fried in breadcrumbs 15.25

137. CHICKEN TERIYAKI BENTO 
Sliced grill chicken cooked in a rich teriyaki sauce 14.95

138. MR TENKAICHI’S BENTO  
Salmon and tuna sashimi, chicken teriyaki, tonkatsu (pork) 
and vegetarian California roll 16.25 (no gyoza) 

139. YAKI NIKU BENTO 
Stir fried sliced pork in garlic and soya sauce with mixed 
vegetables 14.25

140. VEGETARIAN BENTO 
Vegetable tempura with vegetarian California roll and 
Japanese 5 Vegetable Spinach Pastry Gyoza (no Miso 
Soup) 12.95  

HOSOMAKI
Hosomaki in Japanese means “thin rolls.” The outside of these sushi rolls are covered in sushi rice or nori and are usually 
made with only one filling, because of their size. Considered the maki of choice by purists Hosomaki displays pure 
flavours. Hosomaki are served in 8 piece servings unless otherwise stated.

71. SALMON HOSOMAKI  
Sushi rolled in seaweed with a delicate salmon centre 4.45

72. KANI HOSOMAKI 
Sushi rolled in seaweed and filled with mouth-watering 
crabsticks and cucumber 3.95

73. SPICY TUNA HOSOMAKI  
Sushi roll with a delicious spicy tuna filling 5.15

74. TEKKA HOSOMAKI  
Sushi rolled in seaweed with succulent tuna loin 4.95

75. KAPA HOSOMAKI  
Sushi rice rolled in seaweed and filled with juicy  
cucumber 3.95 

76.  AVOCADO HOSOMAKI  
Sushi rice rolled in seaweed and filled with avocado 3.95 

77. OSHINKO HOSOMAKI  
Sushi rolled in seaweed and filled with a traditional 
Japanese yellow radish pickle 3.95 

78. ASSORTED HOSOMAKI (12 pieces)  
Assorted hosomaki rolls suitable for vegetarians, filled with 
cucumber, egg, yellow radish pickle and avocado 7.25 

MAKI
Maki Sushi comes from the term “maku”, which means “to 
wrap or to roll.” Nori a form of health giving seaweed, is 
often used as a wrapper and the roll is formed with the help 
of a bamboo mat known as a makisu. Maki is made with 
two, three, or more fillings chosen for their complementary 
tastes and colours. Maki are served in 8 piece servings 
unless otherwise stated.

81. TEMPURA MAKI  
Sushi rolled in seaweed with prawns deep-fried in a light 
Tempura batter complimented with an authentic Japanese 
mayonnaise dressing 5.15

82. TENKAICHI MAKI 
Our very own special maki beef cooked in sweet soy sauce 
with cucumber, lettuce and Japanese mayonnaise 7.65

83. ALASKA MAKI  
Sushi rice rolled in nori and filled with a lovely mix of salmon 
and avocado 5.85

84. PHILADELPHIA MAKI 
Sushi rice rolled in seaweed and filled with a stunning 
combination of tuna, avocado and of course cream  
cheese 5.85

85. CHICKEN TERI MAKI (4 pieces) 
Succulent Chicken in a rich teriyaki and mayonnaise sauce 
with cucumber 4.95

86. FUTO MAKI (4 pieces) 
Juicy crabstick, cucumber and caviar, complimented with 
egg and yellow pickles (oshinko) 5.95

87. VEGETARIAN CALIFORNIA MAKI  
Sesame sushi roll with a delicious avocado and cucumber 
filling 4.75 

NIGIRI
Nigiri means to squeeze, to grab in Japanese, referring to the movement a Chef makes to form Neta and delicately 
vinegared Sushi Rice (Shari) together. Neta on top of the Sushi Rice can be fish, vegetables or meats, fish being the most 
widely served and consumed

91. SALMON NIGIRI 3.45  

92. CAVIAR NIGIRI 3.75

93. TUNA NIGIRI 3.95  

94. SWEET SHRIMP NIGIRI 3.25

95. UNAGI NIGIRI (eel) 4.15 

96. SQUID NIGIRI 3.95

97. EBI NIGIRI (prawn) 3.45

98. EBI OSHI SUSHI (8 pieces) 10.55

99. TAKO NIGIRI (octopus) 3.25

100. HOKKIGAI NIGIRI (surf clam) 3.25 

101. TAMAGO NIGIRI (egg) 2.95 

102. HOTATE NIGIRI (scallop) 5.65  

103. INARI NIGIRI    3.65 

104. AVOCADO NIGIRI  3.25  

SASHIMI
Sashimi is fresh, raw fish that is sliced very thinly and 
served uncooked. A traditional Japanese dish, it is usually 
served with daikon radish, pickled ginger, wasabi and soy 
sauce as the first course in a meal. Our highly skilled chefs 
have trained for years to perfect the art of slicing the fish, 
according to variety, to maximise enjoyment

111. SALMON SASHIMI  
8.25 (8 pieces) 

112. TUNA AND SALMON SASHIMI 
8.60 (8 pieces) 

113. TUNA SASHIMI 
8.95 (8 pieces) 

114. MIXED SASHIMI 
(Tuna, salmon, tako, hokigai, ika, tamago, kani and radish pickle) 
16.45 (20 pieces) RAMEN AND NOODLE SOUPS

Japanese style soup egg noodles are served in deep bowls with mixed greens, menma (pickled bamboo shoots), mangetout 
and fish cake in a meat or vegetable stock and garnished with spring onion and seaweed. The base of ramen and noodle 
soups are either miso; fermented soy bean or shoyu; soy sauce. (There is no fish cake in our vegetable ramen)

21. KATSU UDON 
Udon noodles in a soup topped with deep fried pork or 
chicken cutlet in panko breadcrumbs 9.45

22. CHA SIEW RAMEN 
Slices of marinated pork belly garnished with seaweed, fish 
cakes, spring onion in shoyu soup 9.75

23. SPICY CHICKEN RAMEN 
Chilli soup base with chicken 9.75

24. GYOZA RAMEN  
Chicken gyoza with mushroom, fish cake, wakame, crabstick 
in a shoyu soup 10.25

25. SEAFOOD RAMEN  
Shoyu soup base with mixed sea food (shrimps, scallops, 
mussels) 11.25

26. SALMON RAMEN  
Shoyu soup base, topped with salmon in a teriyaki  
sauce 10.75  

27. SPICY BEEF RAMEN  
Chilli soup base with beef 9.95 

28. VEGETABLE RAMEN   
Fermented soy bean soup base with mixed vegetables, 
garnished with spring onions in a vegetable stock 8.45 

29.  VEGAN RAMEN   
Vermicelli Noodles (rice noodles) served in a deep bowl 
with mixed greens, menma (pickled bamboo shoots), mixed 
vegetables in a vegetable stock and garnished with spring 
onions 9.10 

30. KITSUNE UDON  
Udon noodles in a soup topped with sweetened deep-fried 
tofu pockets 8.25 

31. CURRY UDON 
Udon noodles in a traditional Japanese beef curry 9.25

 Vegan 
 Vegetarian 
 May contain shells or small bones

Replace udon noodles with vermicelli rice noodles for an 
extra 1.60

88. SPIDER MAKI (4 pieces) 
Our legendry deep fried soft shell crab roll, avocado, 
cucumber, caviar and mayonaisse sauce 8.55 

89. RAINBOW MAKI  
Prawn, avocado, salmon, tuna, squid, caviar, rolled with 
cucumber, juicy crab stick and finished with an authentic 
Japanese mayonnaise 8.25

90. CALIFORNIA MAKI 
Mr. Tenkaichi’s favourite sushi roll, with a delicious caviar, 
avocado, cucumber and crab stick filling 5.25



Allergies, intolerances and general information.
If you have a food allergy, intolerance or sensitivity, please let your server know before you order. They will be able to 
suggest the best dishes for you. Our dishes are prepared in areas where allergenic ingredients are present. We cannot 
guarantee our dishes are 100% free of these ingredients there are occasions in which our recipes change. It is always best 
to check with your server before ordering. We use soya bean oil produced from genetically modified soya. Please note whilst 
we take care to remove any small bones or shells from our dishes, there is a small chance that some may remain. 
Our staff receive 100% of tips.

SIDE DISHES
Japanese dining is traditionally based on combining rice with one or several ‘okazu,’ or main dishes and side dishes, 
often accompanied with miso soup. Unlike Chinese cuisine, where placing food on rice is standard. With the exception 
of Donburi, Japanese tradition avoids different flavoured dishes touching each other on a single plate, so different 
dishes are given their own individual plates, or separated using partitions or leaves.

41. GYOZA (5 pieces) 
Deep fried dumplings, filled with chicken &  
vegetables 5.45

42. JAPANESE 5 VEGETABLE GYOZA (5 pieces)  
Deep fried spinach dumplings filled with cabbage, pea, 
soy bean (edamame), carrot and white radish 5.10 

43. IKA RING AGE 
Deep fried squid rings in crispy panko breadcrumbs; 
complimented by tonkatsu sauce 6.10

44. IKA KARA AGE 
Deep fried squid in soya sauce seasoning served with 
mayonnaise and tonkatsu sauce on top 6.10

45. TORI KARA AGE 
Deep-fried chicken pieces in soya (soy) sauce  
seasoning 6.10

46. UNAGI KABAYAKI  
Whole grilled imported Japanese eel with teri yaki  
sauce 19.90

47. AGEDASHI TOFU (dashi) (fish stock) 
4 pieces of deep-fried tofu in a dashi, spring onion based 
sauce with grated white radish and garnished with fish 
flakes 6.80

48. NASU AGE DASHI (fish stock) 
Pan-fried aubergine in a sweet soya sauce, garnished 
with spring onion and fish flakes 5.25

49. YASAI ITAME  
Stir fried mixed vegetables in a soya and ginger sauce 
with garlic on top 5.25 

50. SOFT SHELL CRAB KARAAGE 
Deep fried soft shell crab in soy seasoning served with 
salad 8.75

51. TON/TORI KATSU 
Deep fried pork or chicken cutlet in bread crumbs; served 
with tonkatsu sauce and salad 6.10

52. EBI KATSU
Deep fried king prawns in bread crumbs; served with 
tonkatsu sauce and salad 6.50

53. CHICKEN TERIYAKI 
Sliced chicken cooked in a rich teriyaki sauce and served 
with salad 7.60

54. SALMON TERIYAKI  
Scottish salmon, cooked in a rich teriyaki sauce served 
with salad 7.75

55. YAKITORI (3 pieces) 
Marinated fried chicken skewered in teriyaki sauce 6.10

56. IKA TEMPURA 
Deep fried squid in a light tempura batter served with a 
fish based sauce 6.25

57. VEGETABLE TEMPURA (fish stock)
Mushroom, carrot, green pepper, aubergine, sweet potato, 
onion and potato served with tempura sauce 5.95

58. EBI TEMPURA (3 pieces) 
Deep-fried prawns in a light batter served with a dashi 
based sauce 6.25

59. TAKOYAKI OSAKA
Lightly battered Osaka ‘street food’ dough balls, with 
octopus, topped with Katsu sauce, mayo, bonito flakes 
and powdered seaweed 6.25

60. SALT OR CHILLI SALT EDAMAME  
Steamed soy beans, harvested before they have 
hardened. Low in calories, no cholesterol, and an 
excellent source of protein, iron, and calcium, what’s not 
to like! 3.95 

EXTRA’S
Japanese pickles are served with practically every 
traditional meal. Valued for their unique flavours and 
commonly used as a garnish, relish, condiment, palate 
cleanser or digestive, they along with, Miso soup, Noodles, 
Rice and the various Sauces, form the heart of Japanese 
cuisine

141. MISO SOUP 2.25 

142. KIMCHI 2.75  

143. PLAIN SOBA  OR UDON NOODLES   
Stir fried noodles with beansprouts, onions and garlic  
sauce 4.75  

144. PLAIN VERMICELLI NOODLES    
Stir fried vermicelli noodles with beansprouts, onions and 
garlic sauce 5.75 

145. PICKLES 1.15  

146. CURRY SAUCE 2.25  

147. TERIYAKI SAUCE 2.25

148. CHILLI 1.05  

149. GARI 1.15  

150. BOILED RICE 2.45  

DESSERTS
Traditional Japanese confections “Wagashi” includes various types of Mochi. Wagashi are sometimes given as gifts 
during festive seasons and often taken home from business trips or other outings, because different places have their 
own unique Wagashi flavours. Japanese meals often end with a final course of Wagashi and Sake and during a formal 
tea gathering or “chaji,” Wagashi and Sake is followed by the Japanese tea ceremony “the Way of Tea”

151. MOCHI (3 pieces) 
A traditional Japanese dessert made with glutinous rice paste 
and sweet ice-cream filling inside 4.20 
Chocolate 
Coconut 
Mango 
Salted caramel 
Toasted sesame seeds

152. ICECREAM (3 scoops) 
Chefs very own creation Japanese matcha, black sesame 
seeds, Vanilla  3.00

153. DEEP FRIED MANGO  
Fresh mango, deep fried in a light batter and drizzled with a 
luxurious golden syrup 3.50

YAKI SOBA UDON
Soba noodles (egg and wheat) are gaining popularity as a health food, for people on diets and for their energy-restoring 
properties. Udon noodles (wheat) are glossy and pure white and are known for being easy on the stomach.

61. YAKI SOBA/UDON 
A choice of soba or udon stir fried noodles with chicken, 
beanspouts, carrots, green peppers, mange tout, onions 
and Chinese leaf 8.95

62. SEAFOOD YAKI SOBA/UDON  
A choice of soba or udon stir fried noodles with shrimp, 
squid, scallop, fish cake, carrots, beansprouts, green 
peppers, Chinese leaf, mange tout & onions 11.25

63. CURRY YAKI SOBA/UDON 
A choice of soba or udon stir fried noodles with chicken, 
curry paste, beansprouts, carrots, green peppers, mange 
tout, onions and Chinese leaf 8.95

64. GYU YAKI SOBA/UDON 
A choice of soba or udon stir fried noodles with beef, 
beansprouts, carrots, green peppers, manage tout, onions 
and Chinese leaf 8.95

65. VEGATABLE YAKI SOBA /VEGAN YAKI UDON    
A choice of soba or udon stir fried noodles with cabbage, 
beansprouts, carrots, green peppers, mange tout, onions, 
Chinese leaf garnished with shredded seaweed 8.35 

66. SPICY YAKI SOBA/UDON 
A choice of soba or udon stir fried noodles with chicken, 
cabbage, beansprouts, carrots, green peppers, mange tout, 
onions, Chinese leaf & shredded seaweed 8.95

 Vegan 
 Vegetarian 
 May contain shells or small bones

Replace udon noodles with vermicelli rice noodles for an 
extra 1.60
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